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Author Dr Simon Parry draws on over 20 years of experience as a professional accounting

examiner and tutor to guide you to success in your accounting exams. The techniques in this

book have been developed and refined over years of working with thousands of accounting

students and have been proven to work.The book is divided into two parts:Part 1 focuses on

how to be more effective and efficient in preparing for your exams. Topics covered include

organising and structuring your studies; increasing the effectiveness of your studies; optimising

modes of learning; improving your reading and note taking; preparing for numerical questions

and preparing for written questions.In part 2 the author draws on his extensive experience as

an accounting examiner to give valuable insights into how accounting exams are written and

marked. This knowledge is translated into valuable tips on how to maximise your marks once

you are in the exam and how you can apply good exam technique to substantially improve your

grades.The book is specifically focused on accounting exams and is written by an author who

has spent his career helping accounting students to improve their exam performance. It

contains many detailed examples and techniques applicable to exams in financial accounting,

management accounting, financial management, taxation and business strategy.This book is

your perfect study companion if you are studying for ACCA, CIMA, ICAEW, CPA, AAT, CAT or

university/college accounting exams.
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AuthorIntroduction What will you gain from this book?In this book you will learn how to become

better at passing accounting exams. You will learn how to use your study time more effectively



and efficiently and how to translate your efforts into better marks in the exam. There are no

secrets to achieving this. Success in passing accounting exams is dependent upon two key

factors:good preparation before the exam, andgood performance in the exam Obvious, you

may think. But what is not so obvious to many students is that these are two different sets of

skills. Both are important. Both can be improved – and improved dramatically. It is not difficult to

become a more effective student. You just need to know how. You are about to learn. Why I am

qualified to write this book?A reasonable question to ask of anyone claiming expertise in how

to pass accounting exams is “what are your credentials?” This book is born out of a long career

in accounting education. I have spent over 20 years as an accounting tutor, and I have been an

examiner for several professional bodies and academic institutions. I have coached thousands

of students through accounting exams, ranging from basic accounting and book-keeping

courses to university degree courses, postgraduate Masters courses, and professional

accounting exams. During this time, I have gained considerable insight into the examination

process. I have been writing and marking exam papers for professional accounting bodies and

universities for 20 years. I was the ACCA Chief External Examiner for 5 years, and before that I

sat on the ICAEW Exam Review Board. I have been an external examiner for several

universities worldwide, both at undergraduate and post-graduate level. I have been an ACCA

exam marker on 5 different papers. Through this experience I have seen tens of thousands of

accounting exam scripts. These include the good, the bad and the ugly. For much of my career

as an accounting tutor I have supported students through professional accounting exams,

namely ACCA , CIMA and ICAEW. Some of these exams have global pass rates of only 35 –

40% - that’s right, over 60% of the students sitting the exam fail. Among my students the pass

rate has consistently been 90%+, and on many occasions 100% of my students have passed. I

therefore KNOW that what I am about to share with you REALLY WORKS. And of course, I

practice what I preach. I have sat and passed several accounting exams myself. I am a Fellow

of the Institute of Chartered Accountants in England and Wales, having passed my

professional exams with that body. I also have an MBA and a PhD in accounting. I know from

first-hand experience what it feels like to have to prepare for and sit accounting exams. My

motivation for writing this book has been a desire to see more accounting students succeed.

As an examiner, it is heart breaking to fail an exam script when you know that behind that

script lies all the hard work, hopes and aspirations of its author. But, as any examiner will tell

you, marks can only be awarded for what is actually written on the answer script. This book is

my attempt at helping you to ensure that what the examiner reads on your answer script will

get you a pass.Part 1: Effective Exam Preparation This book is divided into two parts. This first

part covers what you should do between now and going into the examination hall. It is about

preparing yourself for the exam. The second part is about what you should do when you are in

the examination hall. It is about exam technique. Exam success is about getting both of these

right. In order to pass you need good preparation prior to the exam and good performance on

the day. These are two separate aspects to exam success and to a large extent, two separate

sets of skills. This is why I have separated them out into two sections. Both are important and

you need to work on improving both sets of skills to increase your chances of passing your

exams. So, let’s get started on the first set of skills – let’s look at how you can improve the way

you prepare for your exams. Chapter 1: Make space for your studies It should be obvious that

you are going to struggle to perform well in the exam if you have not prepared yourself

adequately beforehand. Unfortunately, too many students do fail to prepare adequately. They

bury their head in the sand and tell themselves "it will be alright on the night". In my experience

it is often the more able students who do this. Students who are very bright and learn quickly



are quite often able to succeed in school without too much effort. They therefore fall into a habit

of inadequate preparation, because that has always worked for them in the past. 
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is about getting both of these right. In order to pass you need good preparation prior to the

exam and good performance on the day. These are two separate aspects to exam success and

to a large extent, two separate sets of skills. This is why I have separated them out into two

sections. Both are important and you need to work on improving both sets of skills to increase

your chances of passing your exams. So, let’s get started on the first set of skills – let’s look at

how you can improve the way you prepare for your exams. Chapter 1: Make space for your

studies It should be obvious that you are going to struggle to perform well in the exam if you

have not prepared yourself adequately beforehand. Unfortunately, too many students do fail to

prepare adequately. They bury their head in the sand and tell themselves "it will be alright on

the night". In my experience it is often the more able students who do this. Students who are

very bright and learn quickly are quite often able to succeed in school without too much effort.

They therefore fall into a habit of inadequate preparation, because that has always worked for

them in the past. The problem is that accounting exams are difficult. They can require a lot of

detailed technical knowledge that is not common sense. You need to learn many theories,

models and techniques. If you go into the exam without adequate preparation you WILL fail.

Thousands of professional accounting students do so every year. The pass rate in some

professional accounting papers can be as low as 30%. This means that if you want to succeed

in the exam you need to put a good action plan in place that will ensure you are adequately

prepared. You need to go into the exam with the necessary technical knowledge; you need to

have practised exam technique; you need a good understanding of the types of questions you

are going to face; and you need to know what the examiner expects of you. Motivation vs.

commitmentWe’ve all heard motivational speakers. They whip you up into a frenzy of

enthusiasm with “can-do” language, high energy and passion. We can all get pumped up about

something and find a rush of enthusiasm: jump out of bed at 5am into a cold shower and then

hit the studying hard for 2 hours before going to work. The problem is that this is difficult to

sustain. Motivation drops off very quickly and we fall back into old habits. So rather than

motivation, you need commitment. Commitment is the resolution to stick to your study plan and

make it happen, even when you don’t feel motivated. Motivation is great. If you can find and

sustain it, good for you. But for most of us it is dogged determination, a real commitment that

will get us through. So, let’s start by looking at some of the most important basics of exam

preparation that will help you make this commitment. The first and most important step is to

make space for your studies. You need both psychological space and physical space to give

yourself the best chance of optimising your exam preparation time and effort. Make

psychological spaceIn preparing yourself to pass an accounting exam, your greatest challenge

will be psychological. Your biggest enemy will be stress. Therefore, the foundation of good

exam preparation is stress management. Throughout this book many of the recommendations I

make are aimed at managing and reducing the stress that exam preparation generates. You

must accept, right now, that in the run-up to your exams you are going to have to spend a lot of

time studying. What many people refuse to accept is that to make space for all this studying,

other things in your life are going to have to be put aside for a short time. If you are involved in

other activities - social, sporting, clubs or societies, then you will have to cut back on the time

you put into these during your study period to give yourself more time to concentrate on exam

preparation. This does not mean that you must permanently give up your social life and other

interests. What is required is a temporary shift in the way you spend your time. It is a short-

term investment that will generate a long-term payback. Think about that payback. See beyond

the short-term sacrifice to your long-term goals. I have seen too many students refuse to cut

back on other activities and make space for studying. The result has been damaging to their



career, and in many cases also ultimately it has meant that they have less time for their other

interests, because repeated exam resits have dragged their period of study out for much longer

than was necessary. A student once came to me for private tuition after spending 10 years

trying to pass his CIMA exams. All I did was help him organise his life around a systematic and

scheduled study timetable. He went on to pass his outstanding exams at the next sitting. So,

before you even start to put together a study plan, make sure that you are approaching this in

the right frame of mind. Give it 100% commitment. Embrace this period of intense exam

preparation in a positive frame of mind. See it as a positive investment of your time and energy,

over a relatively short period of time, that will bring you long-term benefits which vastly

outweigh the sacrifices you make. One very good way of doing this is to promise yourself

rewards for your effort. The long-term rewards are of course all the benefits that come from

passing your exams. However, those rewards can sometimes seem too distant and remote

when you still have several more months or years of studying to complete. You therefore also

need rewards for short-term successes throughout your studies. I will give you more tips on this

later. In particular, you should promise yourself a reward that you will receive immediately after

you have finished your exams. You can hold this in mind throughout your studies. Every time

you don’t feel like returning to your studies, remind yourself of the reward you will get if you

do. Paul was one of my ACCA students. He knew that if he passed his exams his employer

would reward him with a substantial increase in salary. Paul loved cars and promised himself

that he would use the extra money to finance the car he really wanted. He cut a photo of the

car from a magazine and pinned it on the wall in his study space. Every time Paul sat down to

study, he promised himself that the car was his if he passed. Katrina was another of my ACCA

students. As well as having a busy job, she was a single mother. She promised herself a

holiday at Disneyland with her daughter after her exams. She found a postcard of Disneyland

and pinned it on the wall of her study space next to a photo of her daughter. Andre was in one

of my CIMA classes. He loved to cook. He invited all his classmates to a barbeque at his home

the weekend after the exams. That was his reward, not just to himself, but to the whole

class. What will your reward to yourself be? Write it down and find an inspiring picture. Make

yourself a ‘reward’ poster and either tape it to the front of your study folder or pin it on the wall

in your study space. Make physical spaceHaving prepared yourself psychologically, the next

step is to find a place where you can regularly study. If you are living with family or friends, then

you need to talk to them and explain that you are going to need time and space to get on with

your studying for a limited period. You should explain to them that you would appreciate their

help by being quiet when you are studying and in accepting that you will have less time to be

sociable with them than you normally would. This may require some good negotiating

skills! Allow for some give and take, but try and get them on your side. It is better to have the

willing cooperation of those around you. You may even be able to get them involved with your

studying in a way that enables them to actively support and help you. More on this later. If

possible, create a space where you can set up and leave all your study material. If you are able

do this, it means that when you have time to study, you can just sit down and pick up where

you left off last time, rather than having to get all your books and notes out and set up your

study space again. Another advantage of doing this is that you can create mind maps,

timetables and work plans and stick them on the wall around your study space. Not everyone

has the luxury of being able to create such a study space in their own home. If this is the case

for you, you should try to find some quiet area where you can regularly be undisturbed for one

to two hours at a time. There are several ways you can find such a space: There may be a

public library or other public building near where you live, where you are able to find a quiet



corner to sit and work. If you are studying for your exams in a college, the college may be able

to provide a quiet workspace or you. If you are working, your employer may be happy to let you

arrive at work early or stay late and use your workspace or some other place to study. If you

cannot find a quiet space in your own home, you may be able to find one in a friend's home. If

you have a good friend who is willing to support you through your studies, then they may be

happy to provide you with the quiet study space you need. The important thing is that you must

find somewhere where you can concentrate on your studies without interruption or

distraction. Chapter SummaryThis chapter has looked at the importance of creating the space

in your life that is necessary to effective exam preparation. Most people do not have sufficient

space in their life to fit in studying without making other changes. We are all very busy, juggling

work, family, household chores, friends and other interests. This means that it is necessary to

make changes in order to create this space. You cannot expect to undertake effective exam

preparation without making changes in other areas of your life. Key Points:The advice in this

section may seem very simple and obvious, but it is extremely important. You cannot establish

and sustain a structured programme of study without creating both the psychological and

physical space in which to do this:Prepare yourself psychologically for spending more time on

your studying for this limited period.Prepare those around you for the fact that you will be less

available to them for this limited period. Secure their support.Find a physical space where you

can concentrate on your studies without distraction.Chapter 2: Getting organised Make a Study

Plan – Now!When you begin your exam preparation the first thing you should do is to create a

study plan. In this chapter I will guide you through the process of creating one. It is my

experience that most students over-estimate how much time they will have available for study.

It is better to accept that you are not going to be able to do as much studying as you would like.

You must be realistic about how much studying you can achieve before the exam. The key to

success is making the most effective use of the time that you do have available. You should be

realistic in putting together a study plan. Intending to study for 14 or 15 hours a day, every day,

is not realistic. Even if you were able to find that amount of time, attempting to do so much

studying would exhaust you and would be counterproductive. There can be a lot of gung-ho

behaviour and caffeine-fuelled all-night studying before exams. I have seen this many times.

Believe me, that is not the best way. It is not the most effective strategy and it is certainly not

good for your mental or physical wellbeing. It is much better to have a longer-term, structured,

slow-burn approach to exam preparation. This is not just because of your health, but because

all the research shows that this is the most effective strategy for exam success. So, let’s look at

the steps involved in putting together a winning study plan that will ensure that you arrive at the

exam hall well prepared.
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to revise for accounting exams, how to pass accounting class, how to pass qualifying exam in

accounting, how to pass accounting grade 12, how to pass acca management accounting, how

to pass accounting interview, how to pass financial accounting, how to pass an accounting

exam without studying, how to pass managerial accounting, how to pass management
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accounting, how to pass accountancy board exam, how to pass accounting in university, how

to pass intermediate accounting 2

D Jones, “Brilliant book - concise, summaries and key points with real practical techniques to

follow.. Would definitely recommend this book for all students studying accounting and finance.

Easy to read with summaries- key pointers and practical techniques to use. Many of the steps

could also be applied to other subjects. A great book.”

Peter, “This is an amazing book that I have never seen before !!. This book is so helpful to

examinees, especially for accounting and financial exam.In addition, this book can be also

helpful to MBA candidates, especially for international students who are not familiar with exam

skill.  This book is great and fantastic and I strongly recommend this book.”

The book by Simon Parry has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 5 people have provided feedback.
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